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Abstract In recent years, we have used a variety of tau
immunological markers combined with the dye thiazin red
(TR), an accurate marker to diVerentiate the Wbrillar from the
nonWbrillar state of both amyloid- and tau in Alzheimer’s
disease (AD). In this study, we used TR as a potential diagnostic marker of AD in frozen-thawed (F-T) brain tissue and
imprint cytology. Control experiments included the use of
ThioXavin-S staining, Wxed tissue, and some double-labeled
material with TR and selected tau markers, including AT100,
MC1, Alz-50, TG-3, Tau-C3, and S396. Our results indicate
that TR retains its strong aYnity for both tangles and plaques
in unWxed F-T tissue and imprint cytology. This information
provides a potential use of TR as an accurate diagnostic tool
for the rapid postmortem diagnosis of AD neuropathology.
This study shows the advantages of TR on cytology mainly
because tools for the fast postmortem diagnosis of AD are
practically nonexistent. In addition, we observed Tau-C3
immunoreactivity in extracellular tangles, suggesting that the
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Introduction
DeWning criteria for the postmortem diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has proven to be diYcult mainly caused
by the phenotypical heterogeneity of the disease and the
absence of a speciWc disease marker for AD. Even though
the role played by amyloid- plaques and tangles in the
pathogenesis of AD is not fully understood, a host of clinicopathological correlative studies have shown that both
lesions, if present in a suYcient number, particularly in the
neocortex, are still to be considered the best morphological
hallmarks for the disease [1].
In general pathology, the use of cytology as a supplementary technique in autopsy diagnosis has found its way
into the literature, but not into daily practice. Cytological
techniques are reliable and technically simple. The sampling procedure is inexpensive because manpower and
equipment needs are minimal. The staining and screening
of slides can be done quickly during the autopsy so that the
clinician can be furnished with a more accurate provisional
diagnosis. This will potentially facilitate clinicopathological correlation and the rapid communication of information
to the bereaved family [2]. Even though these are proved
advantages of the cytological techniques for a fast neuropathological diagnosis, their use as a tool for the fast postmortem diagnosis of AD is practically nonexistent [3].
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Conventionally, the diagnostic conWrmation of AD is
evaluated by silver staining, which is the principal method
of choice to detect -amyloid plaques and neuroWbrillary
tangles (NFTs). Using this technique, it is also possible to
label other pathological inclusions such as Pick bodies [4].
Though reactions in the silver solutions and those in the
reducing agents are both diYcult to standardize in the
silver-staining method, it is sensitive, stable, and
reproducible. The combination of immunohistochemistry
with silver-staining methods has been extensively used in
studies related to the analysis of -amyloid deposits by
using speciWc antigens. Although immunohistochemistry
allows one to visualize a larger number of -amyloid
plaques than the silver-staining methods [5, 6], this is not so
for tangles [7]. In addition, immunohistochemical detection
is highly dependent on the antibody and experimental procedures such as the type of antibody and the proteolytic
state of the tau molecule. These technical uncertainties
make it diYcult to use immunohistochemical detection as a
standard for neuropathological diagnosis, especially when
the quantity of deposits is of primary importance, as for the
histological diagnostic criteria for AD [8, 9]. Both the
methods require aldehyde Wxation of the brain tissue.
Despite these disadvantages some well-accepted criteria for
the Wnal diagnosis of AD include the use of immunohistochemical techniques [7].
The use of fresh tissue in a routine and systematic way
can favor a precise and quick diagnosis in comparison to
Wxing either frozen or paraYn-embedded tissue. The cytology-imprint evaluation was developed by Duggeon and
Patric in 1927 [10]. The cytology imprint in rapid diagnosis
is used commonly by pathologists. However, the cytology
imprint should preferably be used as a technique for immediate results and this analysis should be supplemented with
later studies as silver staining and immunohistochemistry.
In our laboratory, we routinely analyze brain tissue from
AD cases obtained by autopsy. Characteristically, this tissue is paraformaldehyde-Wxed before doing double and triple immunolabeling and confocal microscopy. Under these
conditions, we have tested a variety of antibodies raised
against normal and pathological species of the tau protein
[11, 12]. In general, we include the use of the red Xuorescent dye thiazin red (TR) as a counterstaining to be able to
distinguish Wbrillar from nonWbrillar states of tau aggregates [13, 14]. TR is excited at 540 nm and visualized in the
red channel (580 nm). Our aim was to determine the diagnostic adequacy of touch-cytology imprints for identifying
positive and negative NFTs and neuritic plaques in brains
of AD cases with TR stain. Also, we wanted to investigate
whether the absence of aldehyde Wxation could aVect the
patterns of immunohistochemistry, at least for some
selected tau markers. We also compared the TR technique
with both ThioXavin-S and silver staining. The results
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allow us to propose the use of TR as a tool for the fast and
an accurate neuropathological diagnosis of AD in tissue
imprints.

Materials and methods
Brain tissue
Brain tissue from six AD patients was examined in this
study (age 47–90 years, mean 67.5 years, 2- to 6-h postmortem delay). The diagnosis of AD was obtained by the
NIA-NINCDS group criteria [15]. The clinical duration of
the disease was from 5 to 15 years suggesting that they
were severe with long-standing dementia.
Touch imprint using TR
In this study based on the touch-imprint technique, all AD
brain tissue was used frozen-thawed (F-T) (unWxed). The
procedure for touch imprints was as follows. For each case,
a block of approximately 0.5 cm3 of F-T temporal cortex
was immersed in a solution of the dye TR (0.001%) in
water for 15 min at room temperature in the dark [16]. A
direct imprint was then obtained by placing the unwashed
block of tissue onto a glass slide and it was gently squeezed
using a glass cover slip. Before coverslipping, the antiquenching medium Vectashield (Vector Labs., Burlingame) was
added.
Immunohistochemistry using the F-T AD brain tissue
and TR counterstaining in touch imprints
Immunohistochemistry was done on the F-T tissue using
antibodies raised to diVerent tau protein epitopes (Table 1)
and counterstaining with TR. The general characteristics of
the set of antibodies used are listed in Table 1. F-T blocks
from AD temporal cortical area (size of 0.5 cm3) were
blocked with a solution of 0.2% IgG-free albumin (Sigma
Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) in PBS for 20 min at room
temperature. Immunolabeled blocks were then incubated
with the primary antibody TG-3 (IgM 1:40 dilution),
Alz-50 (IgM 1:500 dilution), AT100 (IgG 1:500 dilution),
Tau-C3 (IgG 1:500 dilution), or S396 (IgG 1:1,000 dilution) for 2 h at room temperature and then with FITCtagged goat-anti-mouse IgM (or IgG) secondary antibody
(Jackson Immuno. Res. Lab. Inc. West Grove). A PBS0.2% Triton X-100 (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO)
solution was used in all the immunolabeling steps. The
samples were counterstained with the dye TR to diVerentiate the nonWbrillar from Wbrillar states of the tau aggregates
[13, 14]. The antibody S396 has been used to detect late
stages of tau processing in overt tangles [17–21]. After TR
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Table 1 Antibodies and recognition sites

aa amino acids, Mo Mouse,
Rb Rabbit, IgG Immunoglobulin
G, IgM Immunoglobulin M
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Antibodies

Epitope

Isotype

Reference

Alz-50, MC1

aa: 5–15, 312–322. Structural conformational change

Mo IgM, Mo IgG

[28–30]

TG-3

aa: phospho Thr231. Regional conformational change

Mo IgM

[31]

AT100

aa: phospho Ser199, Ser202, Thr205, Thr212, Ser214.
Regional conformational change

Mo IgG

[32]

Tau-C3

aa: Asp421 truncation

Mo IgG

[33]

S396

aa: phospho Ser-396

Rb IgG

[34, 35]

counterstaining, touch imprints were obtained by placing
the immunolabeled block tissue onto a glass slide and this
was gently squeezed using a glass cover slip. The antiquenching medium Vectashield (Vector Labs.) was also added.
Immunohistochemistry in paraformaldehyde-Wxed
brain tissue
To test the potential eVects of aldehyde Wxation on our
results using touch imprints, we did immunohistochemistry
on the Wxed tissue. Selected blocks of temporal isocortex
(size 0.5 cm3) of each AD brain tissue were Wxed by
immersion in a solution of 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS
buVer, pH 7.4, at 4°C, for 30 min. After Wxation, 50-m
thick sections were obtained using a sliding microtome
[13]. Immunolabeling was made following the conventional methodology that has been previously described [12].
Before coverslipping, the immunolabeled tissue was TR
counterstained.
TR and Thiofavin-S staining in touch imprints
The human brain shows considerable autoXuorescence in
FITC and TRITC channels because of the abundance of
highly Xuorescent lipofuscin granules. Therefore, to avoid
this inconvenience, before making the touch imprints in
F-T brain tissue, a quenching procedure was used [22].
BrieXy, brain blocks were incubated in 0.3% KMnO4 for
3–5 min, then washed with water, and treated with a solution of 1% K2S2O5 and 1% oxalic acid until the brown
color was removed from the tissue (20–40 s). After a second wash with water, 1% sodium borohydride (NaBH4),
which was prepared 2-h before use, was used for 5 min.
The sample was then washed three times with distilled
water and returned to PBS. Following method described
in a previous report [22], samples were then stained with
0.05% ThioXavin-S in 50% ethanol in the dark for 8 min.
This was followed by diVerentiation in two changes of
80% ethanol for 10-s each and three washes in large volumes of distilled water. Before the touch imprints, the
brain tissue samples were incubated with TR (0.001% in
water) for 15 min at room temperature in the dark. Touch
imprints were obtained by placing the double-stained

block tissue onto a glass slide and it was gently squeezed
using a glass cover slip. The antiquenching medium Vectashield (Vector Labs.) was also added. As a control
experimental, double staining with ThioXavin-S and TR,
we followed similar procedures, as described above, using
50-m thick sections from paraformaldehyde-Wxed brain
blocks. Likewise, selected brain slices were stained using
the Bielschowsky technique following a well-deWned protocol [4, 23, 24].
Confocal microscopy
Double-immunolabeled sections were examined through a
confocal laser scanning microscope (TCP-SP2, Leica,
Heidelberg) using a 100£ oil-immersion Plan Apochromat
objective (NA 1.4). Ten to 15 consecutive single sections
were obtained at 0.8- to 1.0-m intervals for a sequential
scan using two channels through the z-axis of the sample.
The resulting stack of images was projected onto the twodimensional plane using a pseudocolor display of green
(FITC) and red (TRITC) and analyzed. Fluorochromes in
double-labeled samples were excited at 488 nm (for FITC)
and 568 nm (for TR). The resulting images were saved on
compact disks.
Characteristics of Thiazin-red dye
We include a brief description of the characteristics of TR
to better understand its properties as an accurate marker for
the fast diagnosis of AD, as demonstrated in this paper. TR
is an analog of naphthol-based azo structures whose functional characteristic is to bind -pleated sheet structures,
while providing a site to complex ferrous ion [16]. The
aYnity of TR for these type of structures was demonstrated
by incubation with silk from Bombyx mori cocoons [16].
The red Xuorescent dye TR was used for the Wrst time in the
staining of plaques and tangles in AD brains in 1988. Since
1995, TR has been extensively used in our laboratory in
confocal microscopy-based studies on AD brains [12, 14, 25].
Recently, we studied double- and triple-immunolabeled brain
tissues with a variety of abnormal tau epitopes, either
hyperphosphorylated or truncated, combined with TR.
These studies provided evidence that the use of TR is a
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good strategy for modeling the earliest stages of tau processing leading to PHF formation in AD [12, 25]. TR
Xuorescence is exited in the range of 530–560 nm, monitoring
red light emission above 580 nm [16].

Results
NFT and amyloid plaque staining with TR,
ThioXavin-S, and Bielschowsky silver techniques
in paraformaldehyde-Wxed AD brain tissue
Conventionally, AD neuropathological diagnosis is made in
Wxed brain tissue following well-known techniques including silver impregnations and, less frequently, the Xuorescent dyes Congo red and ThioXavin-S [26]. As Fig. 1
shows, TR detects similar pathological structures, tangles
(b, red channel), and plaques (e) as both ThioXavin-S
(green channel, a, d) and the Bielschowsky silver-impregnation material (c, f).
ThioXavin-S and TR staining in touch imprints
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Double labeling with conformational monoclonal
antibodies (mAbs) MC1, Alz-50, AT100, TG-3, and 396
and TR in F-T AD brain-tissue touch imprints
To investigate whether the immunoreactivity of some conformational antibodies raised against either phosphodependent or truncated tau-related epitopes could be aVected by
the lack of Wxation of the brain tissue, we tested patterns of
immunoreactivity of primary antibodies MC1, Alz-50,
AT100, TG-3, and S396 using confocal microscopy immunohistochemistry in F-T tissue touch imprints and counterstained with TR. As Fig. 3 shows, all the tested tau
antibodies preserved their immunoreactivities in intracellular tangles (I-NFTs a–e, green channel). No evidence of
immunolabeling of extracellular tangles (E-NFTs) was ever
observed with the phosphodependent tau epitopes located
along the N-terminus of tau (Fig. 3a–d). However, the antibody S396, which identiWes a site of phosphorylation
located at the C-terminus of the molecule clearly detected
ghost tangles (Fig. 3e).
Double labeling with mAbs Tau-C3 and TR in touch
imprints in AD brains

Contrasting with that observed in Wxed tissue where ThioXavin-S clearly stained tangles, as Fig. 2 shows, in the F-T
AD-tissue imprint this dye failed to detect the tangle (a, green
channel) that is clearly detected by TR in the red channel
(c). Similar results were obtained in a neuritic plaque
detected by TR (d), but ThioXavin-S was unable to stain
these structures (b).

We have recently demonstrated that the truncation at
Asp-421, as detected by mAb Tau-C3, in addition to labeling
I-NFTs, is already present in neuronal cells in a pretangle
stage [25]. In conventional immunohistochemical procedures including Wxed tissue, when we did mAb Tau-C3
immunolabeling and TR counterstaining, we observed

Fig. 1 Fixed brain tissue sections from an AD case stained with silver
impregnation (c, f) and double-stained with ThioXavin-S (a, d) and thiazin red (b, e). The three diVerent stain techniques are able to detect

tangles (arrows in a–c) and neuritic plaques (d–f). The amyloid core is
strongly detected by the two Xuorescent dyes ( in d, e). Confocal
microscopy
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Fig. 2 Touch imprints of
AD-brain tissue blocks were
double-stained with Xuorescent
dyes ThioXavin-S (a, b green
channel) and thiazin red (c, d red
channel). The dye thioXavin-S is
unable to detect the tangle (a)
and the neuritic plaque (b) that
are clearly stained by TR in the
red channel (c, d). Amyloid core
(arrow). Confocal microscopy

similar patterns of staining as those well-described in aldehyde-Wxed brain tissue [19, 25]. When we did mAb Tau-C3
and TR counterstaining in F-T tissue and touch imprints, as
Fig. 4 shows, mAb Tau-C3 immunoreactivity was observed
also in intracellular tangles (a) and the neuritic components
of the amyloid plaque (c). However, mAb Tau-C3 immunoreactive deposits were also clearly observed in extracellular
NFTs (Fig. 4b, large arrow) in touch imprints. These structures, which presumably may represent a subtype of ghost
tangles, were partially detected by TR in the red channel
(Fig. 4b, large arrow) but colocalized with mAb Tau-C3
immunolabeling. Another subtype of E-NFTs was detected
by TR but undetected with mAb Tau-C3 (Fig. 4b, short
arrow).
To test the potential eVects of aldehyde Wxation on our
results using mAb Tau-C3 in E-NFTs, we performed double mAbs Tau-C3 and S396 immunolabeling on paraformaldehyde-Wxed AD brain tissue. Our results indicate that
mAb Tau-C3 immunoreactivity was occasionally observed
in some E-NFTs, which were also identiWed by mAb S396
(Fig. 5, large arrow). In these cases, mAb Tau-C3 immunoreactivity displayed a weak pattern. The mAb Tau-C3 also
identiWed some neurites located in the vicinity of the ghost
tangle as well as some structures of amorphous proWle that
may represent lipofuscin granules. None of these structures
were identiWed by mAb S396 in the red channel.

Discussion
We have previously demonstrated in formalin-Wxed AD
brain tissue, that TR can be used like ThioXavin-S to detect

plaques and tangles [13]. This is also illustrated in this
study (Fig. 1). In addition, we have also demonstrated
because of its high aYnity to -pleated sheet conformations, that TR when combined with tau-related antibodies
and the use of confocal microscopy is an accurate dye to
diVerentiate Wbrillar (assembled tau protein into PHF) from
nonWbrillar (tau aggregates) states of the molecule [13, 14].
Moreover, in two recent reports by the use of combinations
of antibodies raised against diVerent phosphodependent tau
epitopes with TR, we have demonstrated not only that
abnormal phosphorylation of the N-terminus of the tau
molecule in a soluble state precedes the conformational
changes identiWed in an assembled PHF [12], but that the
earliest stages of tau processing before their assembly into a
PHF is characterized by the appearance of a speciWc cascade of events including phosphorylation and truncation
[25]. In the present study, we now introduce evidence that
TR preserves the same properties when used in F-T brain
tissue from AD cases in touch imprints (Fig. 2). ThioXavinS, a dye chemically similar to TR, does not preserve its
aYnity of plaques and tangles in F-T AD brain tissue
(Fig. 2). This Wnding per se provides more advantages of
TR over ThioXavin-S. Touch imprint procedures have been
made in the AD brain but using the dye Congo red, which
provides a characteristical birefringence staining [3]. However TR, as a red Xuorescent marker whose properties permit its combination with any tau marker in both the green
(FITC) and-or the blue channel (Cy5), is also useful for
studies related to mechanisms of tau processing in AD
[12, 13, 25].
Because TR is useful for both immunohistochemistry
confocal studies and in F-T AD-brain tissue staining, in this
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Fig. 3 Touch imprints of AD
tissue blocks were immunolabeled with antibodies MC1 (a),
Alz-50 (b), AT100 (c), TG-3
(d), and 396 (e). TR counterstaining (red channel). This set
of antibodies was raised against
diVerent epitopes in PHF-tau
(Table 1). All the phosphodependent (TG-3 and AT100) and
conformational (Alz-50 and
MC1) antibodies identiWed
intracellular NFTs that are also
detected by TR in the red channel. The tangle in (e) is strongly
immunolabeled with both mAb
S396 and TR. Confocal
microscopy

study we performed double and triple immunolabeling and
confocal microscopy following similar protocols as those
previously described [11, 12, 18, 19, 25]. Our Wndings
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demonstrated that in touch imprints tau-PHF-related
epitopes (Table 1) are able to bind speciWc antibodies.
Therefore, the chemical Wxation is not required for tau
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Fig. 4 mAb Tau-C3 immunolabeling (green channel) in touch imprints AD-brain tissue blocks and TR counterstained (red channel).
mAb Tau-C3 detected both intracellular (a) and extracellular (b) tangles. TR partially detected both types of such structures. However, TR
was able to detected a subtype of an extracellular structure (arrows in
b, red channel) located in the vicinity that was not identiWed by mAb
Tau-C3. Likewise, mAb Tau-C3 also detected the majority of the neuritic component of the amyloid plaque. TR clearly detected the amyloid
core in the red channel (arrowhead in c). Confocal microscopy
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immunoreactivity because tau epitopes in this F-T tissue
are closer to the extracted tau molecules used to make biochemical assays. By proving that tau immunoreactivity is
preserved in F-T tissue, it is possible to make better correlations between morphological and biochemical observations. In addition, once we proved that the patterns of tau
immunoreactivity in both Wxed and F-T AD-brain tissue are
much alike, we can assume that at least those models
explaining steps of the molecular mechanisms involved in
tau phosphorylation processing, which have been based
upon the used of aldehyde-Wxed tissue and immunohistochemistry, reXect the actual nature of the molecular events
occurring in AD neuropathology.
In contrast to that observed in aldehyde-Wxed tissue, for
touch imprints of F-T AD-brain tissue, mAb Tau-C3 is able
to detect not only intracellular tangles but extracellular or
“ghost” structures. This Wnding is in disagreement with previous reports that have supported the belief that mAb TauC3 immunoreactivity is restricted to I-NFTs [19, 20, 27].
Freezing, type of aldehyde, Wxation time, and postmortem
delay may be some factors that explain the diVerent
patterns of immunolabeling of truncated tau-related mAb
Tau-C3 in NFTs. We can speculate, as a consequence of
crystal formation caused by fast freezing, that this may
somewhat cause the breaking of the neuronal plasma
membrane thus exposing the intracellular PHF bundles to
the extracellular space to become extracellular structures.
However, the diVerential pattern of Tau-C3 immunolabeling in tangles was not observed in any of the other taurelated antibodies included in this study (AT100, TG-3,
MC1, Alz-50). Thus, mAb Tau-C3 immunoreactivity in ENFTs may be speciWcally related to the molecular mechanisms of tau processing, involving endogenous proteolysis
at Asp-421, which because of the aldehyde Wxation may
somehow become occluded and therefore undetected by
mAb Tau-C3. From this, the proposed sequences of tau
processing as described by the use of speciWc tau-related
markers [19, 20, 27] may be important to be reevaluated.
More detailed analysis is required to support this suggestion. Because all the brain specimens that were available to
this study were fast-frozen, we were unable to test whether
cryprotection pretreatment of the tissue before freezing
may also unmask Tau-C3 immunoreactivity in extracellular
NFTs.
We can conclude that the intensity of TR staining and
the simplicity and reproducibility of the short time of the
touch imprint using TR suggest that it may be a useful complementary tool to the standard techniques used for the
evaluation of AD neuropathology. In addition, this technique may be potentially useful to make a diagnosis of AD
during autopsy so that Wxed brain tissue is no longer
required. This may be particularly interesting for those
countries where removing the brain and burying the body
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Fig. 5 Fixed AD brain sections were double immunolabeled with
antibodies Tau-C3 and S396. A portion of the extracellular tangle
(arrow) strongly detected by the antibody S396 (red channel) is
identiWed by Tau-C3 in the green channel. Likewise, a very weak

immunolabeling is observed with Tau C3 in the enlarged neurite located at the bottom of the Wgure (arrowhead, red channel). However,
a cluster of dystrophic neurites are detected only by Tau-C3 (small
arrows)

without the brain poses a major ethical issue to the public or
introduces legal problems.
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